SECONDARY TUTOR LIST
SECONDARY CERTIFIED TEACHERS OF BCSC
2022-2023

Barrett Hartley  Math (Algebra 2 through Calculus)  hartleyb@bcsc.k12.in.us  (812) 603-8426
Robin Kroot  Reading, English, Math
Miah Nickerson  English Learners, Chinese Language, Algebra 1  nickersonm@bcsc.k12.in.us (574) 334-1355
Nathan Schiefer  Math (Algebra 2 through Calculus)  schiefern@bcsc.k12.in.us (812) 344-0555
Kasandra Stemnock  5th-8th Math, Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, Pre-Calculus, and Trig, Calculus AB  stemnockk@bcsc.k12.in.us

TUTORS OUTSIDE BCSC

Amber Aryee  Algebra 1, Geometry & Physics  317-867-4571
Karen S. Colvill  Algebra, Trigonometry, Finite Math, Calculus, Statistics  812-342-4241; 812-343-6801
Ethan Rather  English, Math, Algebra 2 (and lower)  rathere@bcsc.k12.in.us (317) 790-8408
Debbie Shoultz  English Grammar & Composition/Speech/SAT & ACT Prep  812-376-8019
Kodjovi T. Akibode  French, Math, Physics, General Science  812-581-5143
Jill Wilkerson  Math 3-8/Algebra 9-12/ Geometry 9-12  812-343-1898
Allison Gorman  Math  419-230-3371
Christine Grenier  Math 6-12 (emphasis on Algebra, Trigonometry, Geometry, Calculus)  212-920-1575